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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The Board of Supervisors and the Flood Control end \.later Conservation 
Comni ttee of the County of Monterey became concerned in April 1944, over the in-
t rusion of saline water in the ground water supply utilized for irriration, domes-
t ic and indu s trial purposes in the lower reaches of the Salinas Basin near Monterey 
Bay . The entir e agricultural and urban development in the basin depends on an ade-
qua te supply of ground water of good quality . 
Ther e had been some abandonment of wells in the Salinas Besin near the 
ba y s hore due to excessive salinity as early as 1938 . Accelerated encroachment of 
the contami nation occurred in 1943 , and the matter was brought to public attention 
in 1944. The County of Monterey and the Deparcment of Public \.lorks , State of Cal -
ifornia, executed a contract on July 10 , 1944, providinr fo r maintenance in cooper-
ation an investigation of the water resources of the Salinas Valley in i10nterey 
Count y and conditions relative thereto which obtain in the valley or affect the 
water supplies available therefor. I t further provides that the Department shall 
prepare a repor t based on tbe i nvestigation setting forth the physical facts per -
tinent to wa ter supply and to sa l t water intr usion , and if possible , incorporate 
findin gs as t o a method or methods of solving the problems involved . 
Field work by the Division of \.later Resources on the Salinas Basin 
I nvesti gation was begun on July 17 , 1944. Collection of data for this report was 
interrupted in December , 1945 , and r esumed for general measurement of water levels 
prevail ing at \,;ells in March , 1946 . The work accomplished was financed as follows : 
State of California (Division of \Jater Resources) ~13,700 
County of ~onterey 13 , 700 
Total ~27 , 400 
Develo~ment of \.later Utilization in Salines Basin 
Mr . Charles L. Pioda , Chairman of the Flood Control and \.later Conserva-
tion Comn i ttee of Monterey County, an agency of the board of supervisors, has been, 
during the past half century, intimately associeted with the development of the 
utilization of the water resources in the Salinas Besin . Mr. Pioda, who is an 
autho r ity on this subj~ct, has submi tted the follo ... :ing historical account: 
"In reviewing the agricultural development of the Salinas Valley, 
particularly the phenoI:lenal records of production and returns for the recent war 
years, it i s difficult to understand why the pioneer cartographers of California 
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desi gna ted it on their map s as the 'Salinas Desert' unless we realize that the 
factors that have made the transformation possible have been water and irrigation. 
"Water first for the Missions, when the Padres with their Indian neo-
phytes and crude tools led it through hand made ditches from nearby streams, was 
used to irrigate the fields surrounding those of San Antonio (1771) and Soledad 
(1791). They produced fresh vegetables, fruit, and wine and had reasonable assur-
ance of cereal crops even in dry years. 
"The vagaries of California's rainfall were as unpredictable and extreme 
then as now. Detailed studies, made by H. B. Lynch, Engineer of the Metropolitan 
Water District of Southern California , of all available information obtainable 
concerning the rainfall and climate of Southern California from 1769 on, convinced 
him of the existence of cycles of dry years eclipsing in length and intensity any 
that have occurred since actual rainfall records have been kept. The same conclu-
sion was reached by Mr. C. E. Grunsky, C. E., who made a study of water conditions 
in the Southern San Joaquin Valley and the Tulare Lake Basin after the drought 
of 1896. 
"No doubt such a dry cycle made it necessary to r&sort to irrigation to 
provide sufficient food for the hungry Indians that would gravita te to the Missions 
at such ~imes. Secularization of the California Missions occurred in 1833 and 
abandonment of all irrigation followed. 
"The census of 1850 reported the total California population as 92,597 
and that of Monterey County as 1872. This was after the State's population had 
been increased and Mon~erey County's reduced as a result of the discovery of gold. 
The population of Monterey City was reported as 1,092, thus leaving only 780 in 
the remainder of the County, which at that time included all of the present 
San Benito County. 
"The agricultural population of 780 persons was scattered over the 
County on land grants that ha d been made by the Mexican Governor. There were 65 
grants, including 648,730 acres in Monterey County and 16 grants, covering 233,046 
ac res in San Benito County, which were eventually patented by the Federal land 
office . These gr ants covered practically all of the valley areas. Land had little 
value and cattl e r anch ing , the chief enterprise, required relatively large areas. 
The result was a very sparse settlement . 
"Cultivated crops were very limited and methods of tillage primitive. 
In the ra I d rush days even s uch crops 8S grew were left unharvested because of 
lack of labor. In 1850 beef cattle sold in Sa n Franc isco at $20 to $30 per head. 
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"The period from 1849 to 1858 \'las a prosperous one for the ranchers, 
but in 1859 a decline in their fortunes began, principally because of the compe-
tition of better quality beef from other nearby states. The dry seasons of 1862-
63 and 1863-64 almost put the original cattle raisers out of business . Streams 
dried up, feed was short or non-existent, stock died by the thousands or were 
killed for their hides and tallow, and the best land in the vicinity of Salinas 
was offered for sale at 50 cents per acre . 
"No actual records of precipitation in Monterey County exist for this 
period. At" San Francisco 13.74 inches of rain fell during the winter of 1862-63 
and 10.08 during the following winter as compared with a 72 year mean of 22 . 32 
inches. The precipitation at this station for the season of 1850-51 was only 
7.42 inches, the shortest of record, but very little has been written about this 
earlier drought, while the latter has received much prominence in connection with 
the shift from cattle raising to grain farming. However this actually only served 
to precipitate a change from a type of agriculture Which was becoming unprofitable, 
to one whicb was developing possibilities of favorable returns to an increasing 
number of people. Thus the change could not have been long delayed had the dry 
years not occurred. 
"The exact year when grain was first grown commercially in Monterey 
County bas not been determined, but one of the earliest attempts was by J. B. Hill, 
who grew 95 acres of barley near Salinas. The returns were such that in 1854 
Mr. Hill had 'fenced in 400 acres of plowed land and was making preparations to 
enclose as many more'. This fencing ~~s necessary to prevent the trespassing of 
cattle and the expense was prohib itive for the isolated farmer. In 1867 the County 
Recorder reported that 7,000 acres of land had been enclosed in two years and that 
11,000 acres had been improved and put under cultivation . 
"The Eleventh Census, the first to cake irrigation into consideration, 
summarizes the status in Monterey County in 1890 as follows : 
'Irrigation where practiced is conducted on a small scale , the 
water of springs and rivulets being utilized by individuals 
having land conveniently situated . On the low ground near the 
mouth of the Salinas River there were reported to be 60 flowing 
wells upon farms in 1890 , most of them being not far from 
Castroville. They range in depth from 60 to 189 feet, the 
average being 136 feet , and they discharge only about 3 gallons 
per minute. They are reported to fluctuate with tbe season, 
many of them ceasing to flow in summer, and in winter barely 
discharging at the surface of the ground. At Salinas about 10 
miles from the coast, most of the deep wells are pumped by 
windmills. , 
"Diversion of water from the Salinas River for irrigation was the first 
pbase of irrigation to assume considerable importance in the American period. 
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Two claims for small amounts of water were filed in 1877; the first large claim 
was that of Mr. Brandenstein for 50,000 miner's inches, filed in 1882. The use 
which was made under this later claim was described in 1890 as follows: 
t 
'The Canal - takes water from Salinas River in the Southern 
part of the Country •••• It is built on the east side of the 
river for a distance of 6 miles. The average width is 10 
feet and the cost was $25 000. The canal, owned by a cor-
poration, was begun in 18~4 and first used about 1888. The 
principal crop irrigated at present is alfalfa. The water 
supply is fairly good, although the river is dry at times, 
the water sinking into the bed of the stream.' 
"Seventy claims to water from the Salinas River and its tributaries 
were filed prior to 1901. Only a fraction of them were consummated by the actual 
use of water. The important ones actually built were one from the San Lorenzo 
Creek near King City, - two from the Salinas River, one at King City and one at 
Gonzales, and three from the Arroyo Seco. One, the original Arroyo Seco canal, 
is still in use at Greenfield, the others had varying and unsatisfactory periods 
of use and have long since been abandoned. 
"The torrential nature of the streams from which water was diverted by 
these canals, particularly the Salinas, made it extremely difficult to operate 
and maintain headgates during flood periods, while the small flow of water after 
the winter's flood subsided made them inadequate for summer irrigation. 
"The second important phase of irrigation develo~ment was that of pump-
ing directly from the river. In 1897 the Spreckels Sugar Company built steam 
powered pumping plants to supply its ranches near King City and Soledad with water 
from the Salinas River. In later years a number of other large steam plants were 
installed along the river as far north as Salinas. This method of pumping from 
the river was subject to the same seasonal limitations as was gravity irrigation. 
"The third phase, of vastly greater importance than preceding attempts 
at irrigation, was entered when large scale use began to be made of the water in 
the underlying gravels of the Salinas Valley. While in the early days of grain 
farming, limited use had been made of the wells heretofore mentioned for irriga-
tion by installing centrifugal pumps operated by steam threshing engines to raise 
the water, it was ~not until the building of the Spreckels factory, near Salinas, 
in 1897 that the capacity of the underground gravel was demonstrated. In that 
year in order to obtain satisfactory water for its operations, the Spreckels Sugar 
Company dug six wellS four feet in diameter and 190 feet deep and connected them 
to central centrifugal pumps with a combined capacity of 5,500 gallons per minute. 
In addition about 10,000 gallons per minute of water was pumped from the surface 
flow of water in the Salinas River. All surplus water was used to irrigate adjacent 
land largely owned by the Spreckels Sugar Company. 
"In 1904 at the King City Ranch of the Spreckels Sugar Co~pany, a 
similar installation was made of six 20-inch wells 70 feet deep and one of the 
pumps previously pumping from the river was connected with them. This pump had 
a capacity of about 6,000 gallons per minute and about 400 acres of alfalfa were 
irrigated therefrom. 
"Driven by the necessity of growin p the greater part of the beets for 
the operation of its factory, the Spreckels Sugar Co~pany arranred to lease e 
number of large ranches, install pumping plants, and prepare them for irrigation. 
By 1919 there were 11 such pumping plants in operation with a combined capacity 
of 80,000 gallons per minute, not including the factory plants. 
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"By 1915 it was found that the fall flow of water in the Salinas River 
Nes insufficient to supply the needs of the factory and an additional installa-
tion of wells with 8,000 gallons per minute pumping capacity had to be made. By 
1919 a further increase in the supply from wells was·required and by 1924 when 
deep well pumps came into general use, resort was had to that type of pump to pro-
vide the necessary supply of water. Finally all old installations had to be aban-
doned and the full supply needed obtained from new wells and deep well pumps. 
"There have been three important steps in the development of the exist-
ing pumping situation. First was the extension of electric power lines in 1911 
to King City, thus making power available throughout the area. 
"Second was the perfection of a reasonably efficient motor driven deep 
well pump, which could be installed in a single well and operated with a minimum 
of attention. 
"Third was the introduction of vegetable growing in the Salinas Valley 
on a broad scale in 1924, which gave impetus to the extensive agricultural improve-
ment of the area. 
"The financial success that followed this pioneer work caused rapid 
development of land suitable for vegetable growing. Large pumping plants were 
abandoned and individual wells and pumps provided in their stead. This develop-
ment has been contjn~ed during the paSSing years until at the present time little 
first class land remains undeveloped. 
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Pumping From Wells and Total Irrigation in Salinas Valley 
. Monterey County 1859 - 1929 
PumQed Wells Farms Total Acreage 
Year Number Cal2acit;y Gal. l2er Min. Irrigated Irrigated 
1889 * 21 891 
1899 * 88 6,675 
1909 102 196,235 258 15,056 
1919 606 407,310 451 47,336 
1929 1,176 1,012,242 803 80,981 
U. S. Department of Commerce - Bureau of Census - Reports of Agriculture 1890-1930 
*No Report 
"In the report on the study of the water conservation problems of the 
Valley made by the State Department of Public Works, Division of Water Resources 
in 1931 and 1932 (financed jointly by the State of California and the counties of 
Monterey and San Luis Obispo) casual mention is made of salt water encroachment 
in one or two wells at the lower end of the valley near the shore of Monterey Bay. 
"The report also voiced the opinion that little apprehension need be 
felt concerning the sufficiency of the supply of water for all. needed purposes 1n-
cluding irrigation, within a stated limit of variation of water levels. 
"Fortunately from that time up to the present there has been ah average 
of more than normal rainfall. During this period a large additional acreage in 
the Valley has been brought under irrigation together with more double cropping, 
a number of additional irrigation wells have been bored near the Monterey Bay 
Shore and elsewhere, a large industrial plant .using continuously about 1,000 gal-
Ions of water per minute has been established there, and some water has been 
diverted for use on non-overlying lands. 
"As a consequence, during recent years an increasing number of wells in 
that vicinity have become so salty that their use had to be abandoned or at least 
great ly restricted. In the Spring of 1944 conditions became so bad that a number 
of farmers and l and owners from this area appealed to the Board of Supervisors 
for help. Under instructions from the Board, County Engineer Howard Cozzens 
arranged with the State Department of Public Works, Division .of Water Resources 
to make a study of the situation; the cost to be borne equally by the State and 
Monterey County. In accordance with this understanding, an investigation was 
commenced by the Division in July, 1944. 
"The report which follows gives factual data acquired in 18 months of 
field work. It also analyzes the present water situation in the Valley from 
San Ardo to t:onterey Bay as fer as available data will permi t . Such conclus ions 
a s are contained herein should be accepted as coming f r om the most authoritati ve 
source available, namely t he office of the State Enginee r of the State of Cali f-
or ni a . " 
Prior I nvestigations by Sta te and County 
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The Uater Conservation Committee of Salinas Chambe r of Comme r ce became 
concerned over the apparent depletion of the ground wate r suppl i es in t he Sal i nas 
Bas in in 1930 during the l a st dry period . The commit tee re quested the Divi s i on of 
Uater Resources to make an i nvesti ga tion referred t o above by Mr. Pioda a nd if 
neoessary layout a plan for conservation of a portion of the runoff normally wast-
ing into Monter ey Bay. After a preliminary examination it was decided at that time 
t hat an investigation should be limited t o an effort to determine (1) whether the 
natural r epl eni s hment of the underground basin was ade~uate to supply the draft , 
(2) the wa t e r requirements of th~ then unirrigated lands, and (3) the amount of 
wate r whi ch could be made available by conservation works . The 1931 legislature 
appropriated f unds for such an inves t igation, the appropriation to become avail-
able as matc hed by funds locally and deposited in the State Treasury. 
The County of Monterey appropriated $5,000 and the County of San Luis 
Obispo $5 00 of matching funds tOVlard the conduct of an investigation of the Salinas 
Basi n by t he Division of Uater Resources in 1931 and 1932 . The Division published 
a report i n 1933 entitled, "Report on Salinas Basin Preliminary Investigation", 
and a supplement entitled "Record of Uater Levels at Uells in Salinas Basin" . 
The 1933 report of the Division summarizes hydrologic information on the 
Salinas Ba sin . It refers to and contains a summary of an unpublished report by 
Geologist Chester Mar11ave on the geology of all known dam sites in the Salina s 
River stream system. A conclusion is set f orth in the report that the avera ge long 
time natural re plenishment of the underground basi n ~~ s probably sufficient for a 
water demand based on use in 1932, but if the draft from 1928 to 1931 ~~s t o recur 
c o~tinuousl y there would exist a permanent overdraft which must i n time be remedied . 
It will be hereafter set forth tha t the pr evious peak demand in 1931 was exceeded 
i n 1939, and from 1943 t o 1945, i nclusive. 
It is set f ort h in the 1933 r eport by the Division t hat the quality of 
wate r in the Sa li na s Ba s in as a whole is excellent , and there appeared at that 
t ime no intrusion of salt water from the bay to th~ pumping strata . It is further 
s t a ted: "T\,IO things might happen which Vlould impair the quall ty in the nor~hern 
end of the valley and mo r e particula r ly near the ocean : (1) the \'.~ter plane might 
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be so lowered that ocean water would penetrate the pumping strata. (2) Since 
pumping draft has been substituted for natural disposal of water a tendency may 
be found for the salt content of the underground water to increase. It will be 
noted that it does increase to the northward." The occurrenCE of both of these 
predictions are hereaft~r set forth. 
It was recommended in the 1933 report by the Division in view of the 
narrow margin of surplus over demand that local interests should continue measure-
ments of water elevations at representative wells in the Salinas Basin. County 
Engineer Howard F. Cozzens of the County of Monterey has since maintained records 
of water levels at 116 selected wells in the basin at the commencement and at the 
close of each irrigation season. 
Previous Reports 
Six early reports have been published on conditions in Salinas Valley. 
These are: 
(1) Charles D. Marx - Report on Irrigation Problems in the Salinas 
Valley. This report covers problems incident· to gravity diversion systems in 
Salinas Valley in 1901. Pumping from ground waters was unimportant at that time. 
(2) Homer Hamlin - (1904) Water Resources of the Salinas Valley -
Water Supply Paper 89. Good information on a few possible reservoir sites are 
set forth. These were considered from the standpoint of water conservation. 
(3) w. O. Clark - (1916) Measurements of Depth to Water in Wells in 
the Salinas Valley (unpublished). These records were obtained from the U. S. 
Bureau of Soils and included in the supplement of the Division of Water Resources' 
report in 1933. 
(4) M. H. Lapham and W. H. Heileman - (1901) Soil Survey of the Lower 
Salinas Valley. This early soil survey covered the area from King City to Monterey 
Bay in Salinas Valley. 
(5) E. J. Carpenter, A. E. Kocher and F. O. Youngs - (1924) Soil Survey 
of the King City Area. This is a resurvey of the area from Soledad to King City 
and new survey from King City to Wunpost. 
(6) E. J. Carpenter, and Stanley W. Cosby - (1925) Soil Survey of the 
Salinas Area. This is a resurvey of the area from Soledad to Monterey Bay. 
Investigation by Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army 
A survey of the entire drainage basin of the Salinas River for flood 
control and related matters was ordered by the Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army on 
July 11, 1939. Completion of the comprehensive flood control survey report is 
awa i ting availability of information developed in the concurrent hydrologic in-
vest igation of the Salinas Basin by the Division of Water Resources, Department 
of Public Works, State of California. 
In connection with the flood control survey studies, possibilities of 
channel training and bank protection works were developed that appeared to fit 
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into any general plan of flood control and water conservation, separate consider-
a tion of which was warranted. A proposed interim report of the Chief of Engineers, 
U. S. Army, which gave separate consideration to such works, was referred by the 
Governor of Ca lifo r nia through the Director of Public Works to the State Engineer 
on February 8, 1946 for review and report thereon. The review and report by the 
State Engi neer was included in the views and recommendations of the State of Cal-
i f o r nia on t he proposad interim report. It was recommended that the project be 
approved and be a uthorized by Congress for immediate construction. The Rivers 
and Harb or s Act , enacted in 1946, included the Salinas River channel improvement 
project, a s set forth in the interim report. 
Sco pe of I nvestigation 
The gene r al scope of the Salinas Basin Investigation is set forth in 
the contrac t entered into by the State and County. The contract provides for in-
vesti gation of. the water resources of the Salinas Valley in Monterey County and 
conditions relative thereto which obtain in the valley or affect the water supplies 
ava ilable therefor. It is further provided that the Department shall prepare a 
report based on the investigation setting forth the physical facts pertinent to 
wa te r supply and to salt water intrusion, and if possible, incorporating findings 
a s to a method or methods of solving the problems involved. 
It was the expressed desire of the county officials that the investiga-
tion include a review of the hydrologic conditions in the Salinas Basin since the 
t ime of the previous investiration by the Division of Water Resources in 1931 and 
1932. Such a review appeared to be necessary in view of probability of current 
overdrafts on ground waters. 
The scope of the investigation was further crystallized by the Division 
af t e r the completion of the preliminary phase of the work in September, 1944. 
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There would be no duplication of work d one in the previous investigation by the 
State a nd County. The scope of the investigation was limited to water conserva-
tion problems, sinc e a comprehensive flood control survey was being conducted 
concurrently by the United States Engineering Department. There appeared to be 
but little irrigable land in the Salinas Basin in the County, which, when brought 
under irrigation, would not detract from the source of supply common to the lands 
presently irrigated. The investigation was limited to a determination and solu-
tion of problems involved in maintenance of a water supply adequate both in quan-
tity and quality for all present beneficial uses in the basin and for future uses 
that offered a threat to further depletion of the common supply. 
The first consideration in the Salinas Basin Investigation was ascer-
tainment of whether water problems requiring water conservation actually existed. 
This involved a determination of overdrafts, if any, on the ground water supplies. 
After discovery of necessity for water conservation, the investigation was pointed 
to find the following: 
1. Where additional water is needed. 
2. How much supplemental water is presently and will 
ultimately be required. 
3. Where the sources of surplus water that waste from the 
basin are located. 
4. What feasible methods are available for capture of a 
portion of the waste to the bay. 
5. How the captured water can be made available for use 
in areas of overdraft. 
A detailed knowledge of the physic a l situation is necessary in order 
to apprec iate the problems and grasp the solutions that appear. 
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CHAPTER II 
SUMMARY f~ CONCLUSIONS 
Information collected in the Salinas Basin Investi~ation, enalyses of 
basic da~a, and results are set forth in Bulletins 52, 52A and 52B of the Divi-
sion of Water Resources. Bulletin 52 contains an introductory statement, sum-
mary and conclusions, and detailed technical analyses. The introductory state-
ment includes an account of weter resources development in the basin, informa-
tion leading up to the investigation, a list of prior investigations and reports, 
and statement as to scope of the present investigation. The results of analyses 
free of technical discus3ion, and a concise statement of possible solutions of 
water conservation problems are set forth in the summary and conclusions. All 
basic data used in the analyses are published in Bulletin 52A. The Introduction, 
Summary dnd Conclusions cf Bulletin 52 have·been reprinted as Bulletin 52B. 
Description of Salinas Basin 
Knowledge of general physical conditions in the Salinas Basin , reasons 
for division of the valley floor into five areas, composition of the valley fill, 
and present development in the area is necessary to appreciate the problems re-
vealed in results of analyses and to grasp the solutions that appear. A brief 
description of these features follows. 
(1) General 
The Salinas River system drains a mountain and foothill area of about 
3,950 square miles, exclusive of the Soda Lake watershed, which is a closed inte-
rior valley with an area of about 660 square miles. The tributary v;atersheds 
are grouped for analytical purposes in accordance with runoff characteristics. 
The main thread of the Salinas River is about 170 miles long and has a general 
northwesterly course somewhat parallel to the coast to its mouth in Monterey Bay 
near Castroville. 
The lower 93 miles of the Salinas River meanders through the valley 
floor from near Wunpost to the Bay. The gross area .)f the valley floor is about 
239,000 acres, all in Monterey County. This area is classified into four general 
groups based on a cultural survey in 1944 as follows: 
Group 
Irrirated land 
Irrigable dry-farm and grass land 
Native vegetation 
Miscellaneous 
Total 
Area in Acres 
125,423 
51,981 
30,419 
31,195 
239,018 
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Al l water requirements in the basin for irrigat ion, domestic, municipal 
and industrial purposes are supplie d from ground water with the exception of a 
limited acreage near Greenfie ld, which receives supplemental early season gravity 
water from the Arroyo Seco, a tributary of the Salinas River. The principal source 
of replenishment of the ground water is percolation of stream flow in the channels 
of the Salinas River and its tributaries. There is probably some contribution 
directly from precipitation on portions of the valley floor in wet years. 
(~) DiviGion of Valley Floor into Five Areas 
The valley floor was divided into five areas for analytical purposes. 
The division is in accordanue with sources of replenishment of ground water for 
the respective areas served as indicated by direction of flow of ground water 
after the close of the 1944 irrigation season. The areas are designated as 
Pressure, East Side , Forebay, Arroyo Seco Cone, and Upper Valley. The boundaries 
of the areas are shown on the key map. submitted as Plate 1. These areas are not 
in any way to be confused with sub-basins. All information collected during the 
investigation indicates the ground waters therein are interconnected with the ex-
ception of possible instances of closed lenses in the East Side Area and a more 
or less effective ground wate r barrier immediately south of Moro Oojo Slough. 
The acreages embraced in the respective areas into which the valley floor is 
divided , as shown on Plate 1, are as follows: 
Pressure 
East Side 
Forebay 
Arroyo Seco Cone 
Upper Valley 
Total 
Acreage 
80,980 
36,477 
40,373 
22, ll.5 
.59,073 
239,018 
The Pressure Area embraces a strip with an average width of about 
4-3/4 miles extending southerly from Monterey Bay to Gonzales . The pumping zones 
in this area are largely supplied by ground wate r flow from the upstre am Forebay 
Area. With the exception of a pocket of free ground water in the vicinity of 
Qusil Creek , the"aquifers in the Pressure Area are partially confined. The con-
finement appears to effectively prevent percolation to the pumping zone directly 
from precipitation and from the river channel between Gonzales and the bay. A 
deep ocean canyon, a short distance offshore in the bay and at ri ght angles to 
the main axis of the Pressure Area, is probably the northern boundary of the par-
tially confined waters in the area. The confined waters appear t o be generally 
interconnected with the free ground water to the east , which permits inflow and 
outflow from and to the East Side Area. 
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The princ ipal sourc e of ground water replenishment in the Ea st Side 
Axea i s percola tion from the channels of stre8ms tha t head on the we st slope of 
the Gabilan Range between Santa Rita Creek and Johnson Canyon. There may be 
some contribution to ground water directly from precipitation in the wetter years. 
There has been surface outflow from the East Side Area in only five of the past 
16 yea rs. The entire water crop on the area , under average conditions of rain-
fall and runoff, is retained there and locally disposed of through evapo-trans-
piration and percolation. In years when the consumption of ground water in this 
area exceeds replenishment, the boundary line between the Pressure and East Side 
Axeas tends to move easterly; and conversely, whenever the replenishment exceeds 
consumption of ground water in the East Side Axea, the west boundary thereof tends 
to shift westerly. 
The principal source of ground water replenishment in the Forebay Axea 
is ground water outflow from the Upper Valley Axea and the Axroyo Seco Cone. Per-
colation from the channel of the Salinas River is also important. There is pro-
bably no contribution to ground water direct from precipitation on the area, ex-
cept in very wet years such as 1940-41. 
The principal source of ground water replenishment in the Axroyo Seco 
Cone is percolation from the channels of the Axroyo Seco end its tributary Reliz 
Creek. A. major portion of the water diverted from the Axroyo Seco through the 
Clark Canal to the Greenfield district percolates to the water table in the cone. 
Since the average annual precipitation over this area is about nine inches, there 
is probably no contribution to ground water direct from precipitation on the cone 
except in very wet years. 
The principal source of replenishment of ground water in the Upper 
Valley Axea is stream channel percolation from the Salinas River and its tributar-
ies between Metz and San Axdo. There may be some percolation to the water table 
from precipitation over the area in wet years. There is no opportunity for any 
appreciable ground water inflow from the south because the alluvial fill of the 
main valley terminates at the south end of San Ardo Valley. 
(3) Valley Fill 
Knowle dge of the composition of the valley fill is based on observa-
tions of ground wa t er beha vior a nd a study of well logs a nd well driller infor-
ma tion. Logs of 420 wells di s tributed over the valle y floor were identified as 
to we ll l ocations . Sever a l lines of lo gs plotted a long the main axi s of the 
valley and a t ri ght a ngle s ther e t o s how the valley fill to be complex with numer-
ous l ense s from the s ide tributa ri e s interspersed within the principa l influence 
of the Sa lina s River. 
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The only consistent strata in the fill appear to be two continuous 
layers of blue clay between Gonzales and Monterey Bay. The blue clay zone appears 
to average more than 4~ miles in width and abuts the easterly base of the Santa 
Lucia Range on the westerly edge of the valley floor . There are two aquifers with 
partially confined waters throughout the blue clay zone. The average depth to 
near the center of the upper aquifer is about 180 feet and it is referred to as 
the l80-foot aquifer . There is a stratum of impervious blue clay over-lyine the 
l80-foot aquifer . Another stratum of blue clay separates the l80-foot aquifer 
from the deeper water - bearing formation , designated the 400-foot aquifer . There 
were 660 wells operating in 1945, that were perforated exclusively in the 180-
foot aquifer, and 37 that tapped only the 400-foot aquifer . There were two wells 
known to be perforated in both a~uifers . The l80-foot aqu ifer supplies more than 
95 per cent of the current total demand for water in the Pressure Area . There may 
be deeper water-bearing formations below the 400-foot aqu ifer that have not been 
explored. The 400-foot aquifer extends farther to the east than the l80-foot aqui-
fer between Carr Lake and Santa Rita. There a re inadequate well logs through the 
400-foot aquifer in the southerl y portion of the Pressure Area to support a con-
clusion that both aquifers have a common forebay. 
Tile ground waters generally through the East Side, Forebay and Upper 
Valley Areas and the Arroyo Seco Cone are unconfined. The gravels, sands and 
silts since deposition in these areas have been in process of change through de-
composition to clay. All shades of material are indicated by the logs . Any 
stratum may range from coarse open gravel to fine sand, sandy and gravelly clays, 
and clays with varying arrangements in succeeding strata . The clays in these 
areas of free ground water are yellow or red in color and are in unconnected 
lenses. Some pockets of water-bearing gravels are under slight pressure due to 
partial local confinement. Heavy yielding wells with slight drawdovms are gen-
erally obtained in these areas . Yields in excess of 200 gallons per minute per 
foot of drawdown are quite common . However, there are instances of wells of lov: 
yield, inadequate to support irrigation draft, which are largely confined to 
strips of overlap in the outwasn of deltas of various tributaries on the east 
side of the valley. 
(4) Present Development 
The character and boundary lines of all types of culture on the alluv-
ial fill in the Salinas Basin were mapped in 1944 and arain in 1945. The loca-
tions of all operating wells and such of the non -operating wells on which ... :ell 
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logs were available or which were used as measuring wells were also mapped dur-
ing the cultural surveys. Aerial photographic reproductions were used as a base 
for the surveys. 
(a) Crops 
Cultural classification of the entire valley floor was made in accor-
dance with estimated normal water consumption. Water-consuming vegetation that 
has substantially the same consumptive uses was placed in the same class. The 
grouping included 10 classes of irrigated culture, one of irrigable land, four 
of native vegetation and five in miscellaneous. A summary of irrigated culture 
and of potential irrigable land in 1944 follows: 
Acres in Valley Floor Area 
Culture Pressure East Side Forebay Arroyo Seco U1212er Vallez Total. 
Alfalfa 2,201 1,978 5,208 2,997 2,018 14,402 
Lettuce 19,457 1,952 2,551 353 24,313 
Truck 9,097 1,414 5,146 1,178 1,515 18,350 
Beans 8,926 7,048 5,247 8,374 6,480 36,075 
Sugar Beets 3,595 537 1,563 173 9,893 15,761 
Artichokes 2,942 --- 2,942 
Guayule 2,927 1,599 3,102 1,057 98 8,783 
Seeds 544 109 107 760 
Orchard 250 281 710 42': 1,322 2,987 
Grain 151 236 109 45 509 1,050 
Irrigated Sub-total 50,090 15,154 23,636 14,601 21,942 125,423 
Irrigable dry-farm 
and grass 12,540 18,815 4.182 2,289 14,155 51,981 
Irrigated and 
Irrigable Total 62,630 33,969 27,818 16,890 36,097 177,404 
A total area of approximately 126,700 acres was irrigated in 1945. This represents 
an irrigation development of about 71 per cent of the total irrigable area in the 
valley. 
Soil surveys were made in 1924 and 1925 in the Salinas Valley by the 
United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Chemistry and Soils. Extensive 
changes have been made in land uses and irrigation practices in the basin since 
the time of these surveys. Additional information is now available through more 
than 20 years of demonstration of the adaptability of the lands to a wide range 
of crops, of proper irrigation systems to prevent damage from erosion, of neces-
sity for drainage in certain area~ and other improvements. 
(b) Wells 
Since most of the area in the Salinas Valley lies in Spanish land grants, 
the valley floor was divided into quadrants to facilitatp. description of well loca-
tions. The same quadrant system shown on the 1933 map of the Division of Water 
Resources was used on the cultural maps. The location of quadrant corners is in-
dicated on Plate 1. The first number and letter of a well designation indicates 
the quadrant wi thin which the well is located. The followinr- number indicates 
the well number within that quadrant. If there is no final letter in the well 
designation, an operating irrigation well is indicated. Final letters n, m, i, 
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d and p in the well desicnation respectively indicate "non-operating", "municip8l", 
"industrial", "domestic", and "plugged". 
There were 636 operating irrigation wells and 61 industrial and munici-
pal wells in the Pressure Area in 1945. This represented approximately half of 
the irrigation, municipal and industrial wells in Salinas Valley at that time. 
There are also numerous non-operating and domestic wells of negligible draft 
throughout the valley. 
Inflow and Outflow 
An ascertainment of overdraft involves a determination of the total 
inf'low and outflow to and from the valley floor. The inflow embraces the total 
water crop, which is made up of surface tributaries and ground water inflow to 
the valley floor and rainfall directly thereon. There is no importatio~ of water 
to the valley. The outflow is made up of the total disposition of water on the 
valley floor and comprises surface and ground water outflow to the bay, all evap-
oration and plant transpiration within the valley and exportation from the basin. 
For purposes of hydrologic analyses, a 16-year base period from 1929-30 to 1944-45, 
inclusive, was used. This 16-year period was used as a base because the average 
runoff and precipitation were close to the mean of the long time record. Further 
reasons for using this period are that within it the hydraulic data on inflow, 
outflow and ground waters are more complete and the current problems have arisen 
within that time. The Arroyo Seco, on which continuous records of discharge are 
available during the past 44 years, has been used as guide stream in supplying a 
runoff index to reproduce the records for the unmeasured tributaries. The aver-
age rainfall at Salinas during the past 44 years is almost equal to the 72-year 
mean. The precipitation at Salinas has been used as an index for determination 
of the average seasonal precipitation on the valley floor each year during the 
16-year base period. 
(1) \.Jater Crop 
The average annual total vreter crop received by the valley floor during 
the 16-year base period has been determined to be approximately 946,000 acre-feet . 
This amount has been derived from sources directly tributary to the five areas in 
the valley floor approximately as follows: 
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Water Crop in Acre-Feet 
Surface Rainfall Marine Lateral A:rea Tributary on Valley 
Inflow Floor Intrusion Percolation 
Upper Valley 516,000 52,000 0 Negligible 
Arroyo Seco Cone 133,000 18,000 0 Negligible 
Forebay 14-,000 32,000 0 Slight 
East Side 6,000 43,000 0 Negligible 
Pressure 32,000 94,000 6,000 Slight 
Total 701,000 239,000 6,000 Negligible 
That portion of the water crop directly tributary to the Upper Valley 
Area and Arroyo Seco Cone, which was not retained in those areas, flowed into 
the Forebay Area. Also that portion of the water crop tributary to the Forebay 
and East Side Areas, which was not retained in these areas, flowed into the 
Pressure Area. 
(2 j Outflow 
The average annual total outflow from the basin during the 16-year 
base period was determined to be approximately 533,000 acre-feet. This is made 
up as follows: 
Source 
Salinas River at Spreckels (measured) 
Toro Creek and foothills to the northwest 
East Side Area via Tembladero Slough 
Rainfall runoff from valley floor below Spreckels 
Irrigation Return and sewage effluent 
Ground water 
Exportation 
Total 
Average Outflow 
Acre-feet 
476,000 
6,000 
1,000 
7,000 
13,000 
30 ,000 
Negligible 
533,000 
The single item of measured surface outflow of the Salinas River near Spreckels 
makes up approximately 90 per cent of the total outflow from the basin. 
(3) Retention and Consumption 
The difference between the average total water crop and the outflow 
i ndicates an average annual retention in the valley floor of about 413,000 acre-
feet during the 16-year base period, which figure includes the estimated average 
marine intrusion of 6,000 acre-feet per annum and precipitation on the valley 
fl oor. 
The average annual retention of water plus or minus the average change 
in gro und wat er stor age during the 16-year base period is a measure of the aver-
age annua l water consumpti on on the valley floor for the period. There was no 
appr ec i ab l e change in gr ound wa ter storage during the base period except a de-
crement i n the East Si de Area a nd in the fringe of free ground water in the 
easterly porti on of the Pressure Area, which approximated 30,000 acre-feet. 
The average annual decrement in ground ~~ter storage was about 2 , 000 acre-feet 
for the pe riod, which added to the average annual retention, by this mcthod of 
approach indicates an average annual consumption of 415 , 000 acre-fect . Use of 
the inte gration method as an independent a~proach to determine the average con-
sumption of water during the period closely checked the inflow-outflow method. 
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The retention of water in the valley floor in 1944-45 was approximately 
383,000 acre-feet and decrease in ground water storage ~~s about 50 , 000 acre-feet , 
which indicates a total consumption in that year of 433,000 acre-feet . The aver-
age acreage under irrigation during the 16-year base period was ebout 107 , 000 
acres as compared with 126,700 ac r es irrigated in 1945. 
Percolation 
Observations of retention of surface inflow from the Arroyo Seco with-
in the Arroyo Seco Cone during the period from October 1, 1944 to September 30, 
1945, were used as a basis for a formula to calculate the annual percolation 
from that stream in the cone during the 16-year period. The average annual per-
colation was calculated to be approximately 51,00~ acre-feet, which represents 
about 40 per cent of the average inflow from the Arroyo Seco. A portion of the 
surface outflow from the Arroyo Seco Cone into the Salinas River also percolates 
in the Forebay Area. The natural regulation of the inflow through percolation 
from the Arroyo Seco in 1944-45 was about 60,000 acre-feet, which represents 58 
per cent of the total inflow during that year. 
The combined stream flow pe rcolation during the 16-year base period in 
the Upper Valley and Forebay Areas was calculated as a differential. A summary 
of the calculated average stream flow pe rcolation that has occurred in various 
portions of the valley during the 16-year base period follows : 
Arroyo Seco Cone 
Upper Valley and Forebay (combined) 
East Side 
Pressure 
Total 
(1) Ground Water Movement 
Average Percolation 
Acre -Feet 
51,000 
163,000 
5 , 000 
1,000 
220,000 
The average ground water movement from all areas in the valley, except 
the Upper Valley, during the 16-year base period was calculated as follows: 
~ 
Arroyo Seco Cone 
For ebay 
East Side (net) 
Pr8SSIlTf' (net) 
Acre-feet 
31,000 
91,000 
o 
,0.000 
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Ground water may move either f rom the East Si de t o the Pressure Are a , or from 
the Pressure to the East Side Are a depenaing on the time of the year and the 
degree of wetness of the yea r. The net effect during the period has probably 
been an average annual ground water outflow from the Pressure Are a to the East 
Side Area in the order of 1,000 acre-feet. 
(2) Sources of Surplus Water 
An avera ge annual discharge of approximately 444,000 acre-feet, or 
about five-sixths of the total outflow from the Salinas Basin, has during the 
Ib-year base period flowed from the Forebay Area in the form of surface waste. 
About one-third of the remaining one-sixth has occurred as ground water outflow 
to the bay largely during the winter season 'when irrigation demand was light. 
The rema ining estima ted average annual waste bas the following sources: 
Source 
Tributa ries North of Arroyo Seco 
Outflow from rainfall on valley floor 
Irrigation return and sewage 
Waste in Acre-Feet 
3b,OOO 
10,000 
13,000 
Surface wastes from tributaries to the valley north of the Arroyo Seco 
and from precipitation on the valley floor are unreliable. The outflow from 
these two sources is negligible in years that are slightly subnormal in precipi-
tation. The irrigation return and sewage outflow, which occur in the blue clay 
zone of the Pressure Area, are comparatively steady under prevailing irrigation 
practices. This latter source mi ght provide some firm water in the Pressure Area. 
Approximately 80 per cent of the total surface inflow from watersheds 
tributary to the East Side Area during the Ib-year period has been retained in 
that area. There was 100 per cent natural regulation through percolation of the 
flows of these streams in 11 out of 16 years. The small average surplus water in 
these streams occurs so infrequently that consideration of enhancement of the 
supply through local development in the area is unwarranted. A complete solution 
of the prob lems of overdraft must include salvage of a portion of the large sur-
face outf low from the Forebay Area. 
Underground storage within the bO-root zone below ground surface in 
the order of 100,000 acre-feet, on which draft has never been made , exists in the 
Forebay Area and the lower portion of the Arroyo Seco Cone. 
Underground Hydrology 
The study of the underground rese rvoir of the Sa linas Valley includes a 
determination of rates of safe yield and overdraft in the Pressure Area with con-
tamination from marine intrusion as the controlling factor. The study also embraces 
consideration of unconfined waters in the valley fill to define areas where 
present draft exceeds average annual recharge, and to ascertain the location and 
extent of surplus underground storage. 
(1) Fluctuations in ~ater Levels 
There was a fluctuation in water levels at wells in the lBO-foot aqui-
fer in the Pressure Area of about 15 feet during the irrigation seasons of 1944 
and 1945. All but less than one foot of the average recovery in water levele at 
~~lls in the aquifer after the close of the irrigation season in 1944 occurred 
prior to any replenishment of ground water in the basin from percolation of 
str eam flow and precipitation. Tht:: small average recovery of less than one foot 
a f ter the Salinas River commenced to flow during the winter of 1944-45 indicates 
l it tle seasonal depletion in the supply to the aquifer from the Forebay Area in 
1944. The seasonal depletion was slightly greater in 1945 than during the pre-
vi ous yea r. It is concluded that fluctuations in water levels and hydraulic 
gradient in the lBO-foot aquifer are largely governed by pressure relief induced 
by draf t. Seasonal depletion of ground water storage in the Forebay Area above 
the blue c l ay zone has a minor effect in years close to normal, such as 1944 
and 1945. 
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There has been no important change in storage of unconfined ground 
waters i n Salinas Valley during the past 16 years, except in the East Side Area 
and in the Quail Creek section of free ground water included in the Pressure Area. 
The aquifer s in the blue clay zone in the Pressure Area remain saturated at all 
times. ~ater levels in the Upper Valley and Forebey Areas have had a narrow 
range of fluctuation of about six feet between the low in 1931 and the high in 
1941. The estimated average recession in water levels during the past 16 years 
in the East Side Area was about five feet and in the free ground water in the 
Quail Cr eek section of the Pressure Area was about 10 feet. 
(2) ~ 
The consumption of water, expressed in unit values of feet in depth per 
ac re, has been determined by the Division of Irrigation of the Soil Conservation 
service for yarious cultural classifications under irriRation practices prevail-
ing during 1944-45 in the different areas in the valley. The unit values were 
determined for normal cltmatic conditions and also under Lhe conditions prevail-
i ng during the years 1943-44 and 1944- 45. A summary of average unit values of 
normal consumptive uses, expressed in feet in depth per acre follows: 
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Consumption of Gr ound Water and Precipitation on Va lley Floo r 
Area Irrigated : IrrIgable Dry-: NatIve Miscellaneous :Farm and Gra ss*: Ve~etation 
Pressure 1.69 1.10 3.81 
East Side 1.86 1.10 4·51 
Forebay 2.17 .75 2.68 
Arroyo Seco Cone 2.12 .75 3.10 
Upper Valley 2.13 .83 2.47 
Entire Valley 1.93 .99 2.94 
*Average annual precipitation on valley floor is approximately equal to 
consumption by irrigable dry-farm and grass. 
1.73 
1.10 
1·53 
.73 
1.88 
1.59 
The determined unit values of consumptive uses in 1943-44 and 1944-45 
expressed as percentages of the above normal unit values follow: 
Area Per Cent of Normal 1943-44 1944-45 
Pressure 99.0 100.5 
East Sida 99.0 100.5 
Forebay 98-3 99.6 
Arroyo Seco Cone 98-3 99.6 
Upper Valley 97 .8 100.0 
The unit values of normal consumptive uses were applied to the 
estimated average acreages in the various cultural groups during the 16-year 
base period to obtain the approxima~e average consumption in each area in the 
valley during the period. The 1944-45 unit values were applied to the acreage 
irrigated in 1945 to obtain the consumption in that year. The comparative 
results follow: 
Area 
Pressure 
East Side 
Forabay 
Arroyo Seco Cone 
Upper Valley 
Total Valley 
: ConsumptIon In Acre-Feet 
:16-year Average 1944-45 
141,000 
48,000 
78,000 
38,000 
109,000 
414,000 
149,000 
53,000 
81,000 
40,000 
110,000 
433,000 
It may be noted that the a bove 16-year average consumption in the entire valley 
of 414,000 acre-faet obtained by thi s method closely checks that previously cal-
culated by the inflow-outflow method. 
The estimated amount of pumping from ground water In 1944-45 to supply 
a portion of the above cunsumption was about 353,000 acre-feet for irriga tion 
purposes and 14,000 acre-feet for domestic, municipal and industrial uses . 
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The pumpin~ in 1943-44 was estimated to be about 348,000 acre-feet for irripation 
purposes and 13,000 acre-feet for domestic, municipal and industrial uses . It is 
estimated that more than 90 per cent of the domestic, municipal and industrial 
pumping was in the Pressure Area. The estimated pumping for irrigation use in the 
various areas durinr each of the two years follows : 
Area 
Pressure 
East Side 
Forebay 
Arroyo Seco Cone 
Upper Valley 
Ground Water Pumped in Acre-feet 
1943-44 1944 -45 
104,000 
33 ,000 
77 ,000 
47, 000 
87,000 
107,000 
34 ,000 
77,000 
48,000 
87,000 
The domestic , municipal and industria l pumping in the Pressure Area was about 
12,000 acre-fee t In 1943-44, and 13,000 acre-feet in 1944-45. 
(3) Overdrafts 
Ehe only overdrafts on ground water in the Salinas Va lley are in the 
East Side and Pressure Areas. There is no present shortage of ground water in 
the remainder of the basin and no threat of deficiency under probable ultimate 
development. 
(a) East Side Area 
The total consumption of water within the East Side Area was abouG 
52,000 acre-feet in 1943-44 and 53,000 acre-feet in 1944-45. Direct precipita-
tion on the area respectively supplied about 38,000 and 39,000 acre-feet in 
1943-44 and 1944-45. Consumption of ground water within the East Side Area 
approximated 14,000 acre-feet during each of the two years . Excluding con-
sideration of the net difference in ground water inflow and outflow (which is 
believed to be small), consumption of ground water within the East Side Area 
during the 2-year period exceeded replenishment by approximately 23,000 acre-feet. 
Under normal conditions of consumption and replenishment and with demand based 
on cultural classifications prevailing during the 2-year period , the overdraft 
would be in the order of 7,000 acre -feet per annum. The normal consumption of 
ground water in the adjo ining area of 5,000 acres overlying free ground watcr in 
the Pressure Area is about 3,000 acre -feet per annum. The only ground water re-
plenishment durine the 2-year period for this latter area was escape of water 
from the partially confined aquifers in the Pressure Area. 
An approximate area of 18,000 acres of dry-farm and grass land in the 
East Side Area offers the greatest possibility for expansion of irrigated lands 
in the Salinas Basin. The possibility for increased annual consumption of ground 
water in this area is in the order of 14,000 acre-feet under maximum development. 
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The ultimate overdraft, including that estimated to presently exist, m~y approach 
21,000 acre-feet per annum. 
(b) Pressure Area 
A direct method of determination in 1944-45 of rate of flow through 
the 18o-foot aquifer in the Pressure Area was used. This involved collection of 
the following information: 
1. Periods of lag in stabilization of water levels in the 
aquifer after changes in rates of draft; 
2. Positions of trough in pressure surface elevations; and 
3. Draft above and below the trough in the pressure surface. 
The determined rates of flow through the 180-foot aquifer showed wide variations 
under different conditions of draft. Under an average minimum draft of 17 cubic 
feet per second for three weeks the rate of flow appeared to be about 85 cubic 
feet per second with an approximate rate of outflow to the bay of 68 cubic feet 
per second. An average maximum rate of draft of about 330 cubic feet per second 
prevailing for three weeks appeared to induce a rate of flow down the valley of 
about 275 cubic feet per second and a rate of infiltration of sea water from the 
bay of about 55 cubic feet per second. Under conditions of draft generally dis-
persed throughout the Pressure Area, the safe yield rate of draft on the 180-foot 
aquifer was calculated by this direct method to be about 230 cubic feet per sec-
ond. Varying conditions of draft concentrations may cause variations in the rate 
of safe yield. The combined rate of draft from the 180-foot aquifer in 1945 ex-
ceeded the rate of safe yield for a period of more than six months during the 
irrigation season. The rate of excess draft varied from about 15 to 100 cubic 
feet per second between April 8 and October 13, in 1945. The overdraft was made 
up by movement of water through the aquifer toward the inland from Monterey Bay. 
The cumulative amount of marine intrusion during this period in 1945 was about 
12,000 acre-feet. However, the cumulative amount of the excess in rate of total 
draft over and above the rate of safe yield in 1945 was about 20,000 acre-feet. 
This latter quantity represents the approximate amount of water that must be sub-
stituted f~r present draft on the aquifer in order to eliminate actual overdraft. 
Actual overdraft 'is equal to the cumulative difference between downstream flow of 
water through the aquifer, and safe yield, plus marine intrusion. Substitute 
water to eliminate actual overdraft should be available over a 6-month period at 
rates up to a maximum of 100 cubic feet per second to prevent marine intrusion. 
The ultimate overdraft on the 180-foot aquifer, including that esti-
mated to presently exist, may approach 55,000 acre-feet per annum less such addi-
tional water as may be extracted from the 400-foot aquifer under safe yield con-
ditions. The annual outflow from the 400-foot aquifer and other water bearing 
formations, if any, in addition to the 180-foot aquifer and surface water zone 
was estimated as 8,000 acre-feet in 1944-45. This comparatively small waste, a 
substantial portion of which occurs during the winter season, makes it unsafe to 
assume that the deeper water-bearing formations offer much toward a solution of 
the problems other than temporary relief. 
Quality of Water 
Approximately 97 per cent of the estimated total percolation from 
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stream flow, during the 16-year base period, occurred in the area south of Gonzales. 
In this area about 70 per cent of the runoff normally comes from the Santa Lucia 
Range below Paso Robles. Waters emanating from the Santa Lucia Range are of good 
quality, whereas those coming from the Diablo Range have comparatively high con-
centration of solubles. 
The quality of the waters in the Salinas River above Gonzale~ is most 
important during two different periods of the year when grea~est contribution to 
water occurs. A rapid rate of percolation occurs from the first river flow dur-
ing the runoff season following cessation of fall irrigation when water levels 
in the free ground water areas are near the low point for the year. A rapid 
rate of percolation from the river also occurs after the commencement of the 
irrigation season on or about the first of April and continues until the river 
flow fails. Fortunately the early and late flows in the Salinas River are usual-
ly supplied entirely from tributaries heading on the Santa Lucia Range where the 
precipitation is approximately twice that on the Diablo Range. The east side 
streams coming from the Diablo Range ordinarily do not commence to flow during 
the winter season until substantially full recharge of ground water has occurred 
in the areas supplied by river percolation. Only that portion of ground water 
formations lying east of the Salinas River influence between Metz and San Ardo 
usually receives replenishment from surface waters containing high concentrations 
of salta. The contaminated ground waters in the easterly portions of the San 
Lorenzo and Pancho Rico deltas may be accounted for by the salinity in the sources 
of replenishment. 
There is a general increase in salinity i~ the Salinas River durIng the 
course of its flow from San AIda toward Monterey Bay. The quality of water dur-
ing periods of low flow is largely influenced by the ground ~~ter inflow. The 
summer flow below Blanco is too saline for irrigation use. Likewise the dry 
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weather season flows in tributaries to Tembladero Slough are unsafe for irriga-
tion use with the exception of Espinosa Slough, which is largely made up of 
industrial wastes of fair quality. 
(1) Contamination in Foreba y Area 
The amount of water pumped for irrigation use in the Forebay Area in 
1944 has been estimated as about 77,000 acre-feet. The c0nsumption of water on 
the irrigated land during the irrigation season in 1944 was about 35,000 acre-
feet. The precipitation during the summer season in 1944 on the irrigated land 
in that area supplied about ~,OOO acre-feet of consumptive uses. The unconsumed 
irrigation water in the amount of approximately 44,000 acre-feet largely returned 
to the pumping zone. This represents nearly half of the estimated ground water 
movement from the Forebay Area. A large part 'of the replenishment in the Forebay 
Area is made up of ground water flow from the Upper Valley Area and Arroyo Seco 
Cone. The Forebay Area thus ultimately re~eives unconsumed irrigation water 
applied to all irrigated lands in the valley south of Gonzales. The unconsumed 
irrigation water becomes charged with natural soil solubles and applied fertil-
izers, which are carried to the pumping zone. The ground water flow from the 
area is limitea by the bottleneck at the head of the adjacent Pressure Area. 
The quality of water throughout the Forebay Area is quite spotted, ranging from 
excellent to fair. The type of ground water solubles apparently accumulating in 
various portions of the Forebay Area is similar in character to the contamination 
from surface water (perched water) in the vicinity of Salinas in the Pressure Area. 
(2) Normal Good Water in Pressure Area 
The normal good water in the 180-foot aquifer is restricted to a belt 
between a line about two miles inland from the bay and a short distance south of 
Blanco. Analyses of samples from six control wells in this belt show substantial-
ly no change in quality of water between 1932 and 1944. The/average of analyses 
of samples from 35 wells in this belt in 1944 with mineral concentrations ranging 
from about 350 to 450 parts per million has been taken as indicative of normal 
good water in the 180-foot aquifer. 
A reconnaissance of quality of water in the 400-foot aquifer in 1944-
45 failed to reveal any contamination in this water-bearing formation. Total 
solubles run quite uniform between about 275 and 325 parts per million. Laboratory 
analyses of samples from three wells indicate excellent quality of water in this 
aquifer for irrigation, municipal and industrial uses. 
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(3) ISO-Foot Aquifer South of Blanco 
All samples of water collected from wells in the ISO-foot aquifer in 
1944-45 south of Blanco showed extra solubles as compared with normal good water 
in that aquifer . Samples from 25 wells showed total salini ty ranging from about 
1200 to 1900 parts per million . The character of contaminated vreters in this 
belt is quite similar to that in the Forebay Area for comparable degrees of con-
centration of solubles. The upper limit for safe use for irrigation as to total 
solubles for this type of contamination appears to be about 1700 parts per million. 
Heavy soils with slow drainage predominate in this area and the rainfall is normal-
ly inadequate to cause leaching of salt concentrations from the top-soil. 
(4) Marine Intrusion 
Marine intrusion has occurred in the lSO-foot aquifer in recent years 
as a result of overdraft. There was no evidence of such contamination in Oct-
ober , 1945 at any well more than 1-3/4 miles from the bay shore. -The average 
distance of the fringe of contamination from the bay shore at that time was 
about It miles. The total length of the contaminated strip, including the Moro 
Cojo sub-basin in the Moss Landing Area, was about 6t miles. The gross area 
embraced within the zone of contamination was approximately 6,000 acres, about 
25 per cent of which was in the Moss Landing Area . The wells within about half 
of the contaminated zone contain waters that are presently either unusable for 
irrigation, or are near the upper limit in salinity for safe use. 
The inland rate of encroachment of the fringe of contamination was 
slow between August 1944 and August 1945. The average movement during this period 
of one year was about 600 feet. Although the rate of encroachment was slow during 
that time, the concentration of salts rapidly increased ~n wells of heavy draft 
within the zone of contamination. Chlorides more than doubled in the water sol-
ubles in many of the wells during the year . Pumps of low draft for domestic pur-
poses may skim off water of good quality from the top of the aquifer where there 
are no nearby wells of heavy draft to surge the salinity to the upper waters. 
The maximum distance that marine intrusion may encroach in the ISO-foot 
aquifer is the most inland position of the trough in the pressure surface under 
conditions of heaviest draft. If vreter supply and draft conditions in 1945 were 
maintained indefinitely, salinity encroachment might approach, but not extend 
beyond a line, which would embrace between it and the bay shore an area of about 
9200 acres irrigated in 1945. The small difference in head due to difference in 
specific gravity of water on both sides of the fringe of contamination would have 
negligible effect on the distance of encroachment. 
Evaluation of Water Problems 
The average annual total water crop received by the valley floor in 
the Salinas Basin, exclusive of marine intrusion, is approximately 940,000 acre -
feet. The normal annual total consumption of water on the valley floor under 
present stage of development is about 433,000 acre-feet. This may approach 
509,000 acre-feet under ultimate development. The average amount of unconsumed 
water under present and ultimate development shows availability of large local 
water supplies to solve the water conservation problems. Total consumption, as 
herein used, includes all evapo-transpiration on the valley floor from precipita-
tion and from surface and ground water supplies, as distinguished from draft, 
which is limited solely to consumption of ground water. It is necessary to con-
sider safe yields of ground water supplies under existing conditions in the 
various areas and drafts thereon to evaluate the problems. 
Primary sources of ground water troubles are overdrafts. Deterioration 
in quality of water and receding water levels are manifestations of overdraft. 
Present and estimated ultimate irrigated acreages and annual drafts, and safe 
yield of ground water supplies under existing conditions in the various areas on 
the valley floor are summarized in the following tabulation: 
Area Irrigated Acreage Draft in Acre-feet Safe Yield Present Ultimate Present Ultimate Acre-feet 
Upper Valley 22,000 36,000 58,000 76,000 190,000 Forebay 23,800 27,800 49,000 55,000 
Arroyo Seco Cone 14,800 16,800 22,000 25,000 51,000 
East Side 15,900 33,900 12,000 26,000 5,000 
Pressure 50,200 62,600 103,000 138,000 83,000 
Total 126,700 177,100 244,000 320,000 ------
The foregoing tabulation· shows safe yield in excess of estimated ultimate drafts 
in the Upper Valley, Forebay and Arroyo Seco Cone Areas. However, such excess in 
safe yield, under existing conditions, is not available to make up the deficiency 
in the East Side and Pressure Areas due to the bottleneck at the lower edge of the 
Forebay Area, which limits the rate of ground water outflow therefrom. The safe 
yield in the Forebay Area may be materially increased through establishment of 
greater ground water movement from that area, as hereafter discussed. 
Present and estimated ultimate overdrafts in the East Side and Pressure 
Areas and wastes that occur from the basin are summarized as follows: 
Present combined overdrafts 
Ultimate combined overdrafts 
Average annual surface outflow 
Average annual ground water outflow 
Acre-feet 
27,000 
76,000 
503,000 
30 ,000 
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A salvage in the order of five per cent of the average totel outflow \'A:luld eleml-
nate present overdrafts. Ultimate demand may necessitate salvage which would 
approach 15 per cent of the average total outflow. 
Methods of Conservation 
Methods of conservation that appear possible of incorporation in a 
solution of water problems in the Salinas Basin are hereafter briefly discussed. 
The methods deal both with salvage of wastes to relieve overdrafts and protection 
of quality of ground waters. 
Surface reservoir sites on the Arroyo Seco, San Antonio River , 
Nacimiento River, and the Salinas River south of San Ardo are receiving attention 
in the current flood control survey by the Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army. Devel-
opment of surface storage for water conservation hinges on the suitability of the 
site for flood control. When and if surface storage is developed in the Salinas 
Basin south of Soledad for flood control purposes , consideration should be given 
to benefits that may be received from participation therein for purposes of water 
conservation. 
(1) General Available Methods of Salvage 
Salvage of applied irrigat ion water unconsumed on crop land in the 
Pressure Area can best be accomplished by increasing the irrigation efficiency so 
as to eliminate all pumping in excess of beneficial requirement. Outflow from 
irrigation return is limited to the blue clay zone in the Pressure Area. Drainage 
from the blue clay zone is not susceptible of re-use due to the generally prevail-
ing hIgh concentration of solubles. The indicated method of salvage is elimina-
tion of unnecessary pumping, which would reduce the occurrence of vBste by a cor-
responding amount. The total amount of applied irrigation water unconsumed on 
irrigated crop land in the blue clay zone vms in excess of 50,000 acre-feet in 
each of the two years 1943-44 and 1944-45. The portion of such water unconsumed 
on irrigated crop land, which may properly be included in beneficial requirement, 
has not been determined. 
The effluent from the sewage disposal plant of the City of Salinas is 
near the borderline of safety for irrigation use . Dilution of the effluent with 
water pumped from the 400-foot aquifer would probably make it safe for irrigation 
use. The amount available for use in 1945 during the irrigation season was in 
the order of 2,000 acre-feet. Annual carrying charges on the combined effluent 
and dilution water were estimated at $2,500. The combined flow during the irri-
gation season of about 3,000 acre-feet, while small, ~uuld have low unit cost . 
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Packing shed washwater and ice plant cooling water in and near Salinas 
is mostly discharged into Espinosa Slough. About half the total average discharge 
of approximately 12 cubic feet per second during 1945 was pumped from the slough 
for irrigation re-use. The water is of fair quality. Due to probability of fur-
ther deterioration in quality and a liklihood of eventual abandonment of water 
cooling at ice plants in the area, the salvage may be classed as a temporary 
supply providing about 1,000 acre-feet during the irrigation season. Cost of 
salvage for use on abutting lands would be nominal. 
Some attention was given to the matter of inducing increased percola-
tion in the Arroyo Seco Cone in the 1933 report by the Division of Uater Resources. 
Further consideration was given in the recent investigation to increased percola-
tion in other areas of free ground water. In any event a complete solution of the 
problems of overdraft must include salvage of some of the surface waste from the 
Forebay Area. There was almost complete failure of surface outflow from the 
Sa1inai Basin during five years of record since 1912. (1913, 1924, 1931, 1933 and 
1939.) Additional water for use in critical dry years obviously is dependent on 
cyclic storage either in surface reservoirs or underground. Cyclic storage under-
ground is generally preferable where empty storage capacity exists, or where space 
for additional natural percolation may be created by draft on unused underground 
storage. 
Underground storage exists in the Forebay Area and in the lower portion 
of the Arroyo Seco Cone in the order of 100,000 acre-feet within the 60-foot zone 
below ground surface on which no draft has ever been made. Empty capacity for 
underground storage existed in the East Side Area in 1945 between the water table 
and the 60-foot zone below ground surface in the order of 200,000 acre-feet. A 
comparable additional capacity then existed in the East Side Area between 60 and 
12 feet below ground surface. 
The Forebay Area and lower portion of the Arroyo Seco Cone are favor-
ably situated in respect.to areas Qf overdraft in the basin for utilization of 
unused underground storage to eliminate the deficiencies. The underground reser-
voir also has a strategic location for flexible operation in conjunction with 
direct diversion from the Salinas River and released surface storage from any 
important reservoir site in the stream system with the exception of those on the 
Arroyo Seco. Diversion from underground storage should be restricted to territory 
south of the head of the lBO-foot aquifer a sufficient distance to prevent draw-
down from having any material effect on the existin~ ground water flow through the 
Pr ?sure Are a . 
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(2) Conservation of ~uality of Water 
Further protective measures pointed toward conservation and improve-
ment of quality of water supplies in the Salinas Basin deserve equal considera-
tion with those desiened to maintain ade~uacy in quantity. Slow movement of 
ground \~ter operates against rehabilitation after contamination has occurred. 
Many "defective wells" in the older irrigated sections in the basin are either 
s t i l l in operation, or have been abandoned without being properly plugged. The 
term "defective well", as here used, means any well drilled, dug or excavated, 
whi ch encounters unpotable water, or water containinr substances toxic to crop 
pl ant s, and which is so constructed as to permit the comminglinr of such con-
taminated \~ter with waters of better quality, or a flowing well which lacks the 
necessary devices to control ~~ste of water therefrom. 
There are acceptable methods for preventing construction of defective 
wells and also for repair of defective wells if they are to be continued in use. 
The construction of defective wells as above defined should of course be pro-
hib i ted. Any existing defective wells , which are to be continued in use, should 
be r epa ired . Whenever a defective well is abandoned it should be plugged under 
competent supervision. 
In order to enable intelligent action under the foregoing protective 
mea sure s , standards for uniform logging of wells should be adopted. All well 
logs s hould be filed with a central governmental agency within a limited time 
after completion. 
As fa r as is known there are no defective wells in the 400-foot aquifer . 
There a r e doubtless many defective wells in the lBO-foot aquifer, long since aban-
doned, that either cannot be found, or which it would be impractical to clean and 
effect ively plug. However, establishment of protective measures would tend to 
r eta r d contamination from surface vmter. 
Proposed Solution 
Irrespective of the method of salvage employed to capture some of the 
surface outflow from the Forebay Area, a complete solution must embrace a plan of 
delivery of vmter impounded, either in surface or underground reservoirs, to loca-
tions where additional water is required. Released surface stora€e and increasad 
percolation in the stream beds south of Gonzales, without artificial ceans of con-
veyance, would be ineffective to relieve overdrafts in the East Side and Pressure 
Areas. No site was found for gravity diversion from the Salinas River between 
San Ardo and Monterey Bay. Diversion from the lower 93 miles of the river appears 
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to be limited to pumping installations. Pumping plants so located that direct 
diversion of surplus spring flow from the river, released surface storage, and 
unused underground storage could be diverted for conveyance to locations of over-
draft, would offer ideal flexibility. 
Favorable sites for diversion wells appear to be situated in the vicin-
ity where the course of the Salinas River changes from the east toward the west 
side of the valley about three miles southeast of Soledad. The yields of wells 
with 16-inch casings near the river in this location range from 100 to 300 gallons 
per minute per foot of drawdown with capacities up to about 2,800 gallons per min-
ute. Water diverted in this location and raised to elevation about 265 feet on 
the bench north of the river could be conveyed by gravity to a major portion of 
the East Side Area and to any point in the Pressure Area. The estimated average 
gross pumping lift at this site would be about 100 feet. 
A diversion system heading at this location was selected for a 1'econ-
naissance to calculate approximate costs of construction as of the end of the 
year 1945. More detailed surveys might demonstrate other possible routes to be 
more feasible. 
(1) Description of Diversion System 
The layout of the proposed diversion system is indicated on Plate lAo 
The estimated initial headworks would embrace 36 diversion wells with 16-inch 
casings drilled to an average depth of 200 feet. Each would be equipped with a 
deep well turbine type pump with a 60-foot column to deliver water to a centrally 
located sump. Each pumping plant would have a capacity between 1800 and 2000 
gallons per minute for a range in total pumping lift from 20 to 45 feet. Estimated 
average total lift is 35 feet. There would be six initial booster units installed, 
/ each with a capacity of 25 cubic feet per second, to elevate water from the sump 
to the head of the.diversion conduit. The total booster lift would be fairly con-
stant at about 65 feet. 
The diversion conduit from its head for a distance of 23 miles to the 
South Branch of Alisal Creek would consist of a concrete lined canal with a capa-
city of 250 cubic feet per second for 12 miles and then would have a gradual reduc-
tion in capacity to 150 cubic feet per second in the next 11 miles. The flow would 
be conveyed down the South Branch of Alisal Creek to a rediversion dam where a por-
tion would be diverted and conveyed northerly six miles to Natividad Creek through 
an unlined canal with capacity of 80 cubic feet per second. The remaining water 
would be conveyed down natural and canalized channel to a regulating reservoir in 
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Heins Lake with a capacity of 300 acre -feet. A portion of the water would be 
conveyed from the regulating reservoir through concrete pipe for tie-in and 
service through existing distribution systems in the Salinas area and the remain-
der would De conveyed to the head of Espinosa Slough at Highway 101 crossing. 
Espinosa Slough would be used to convey water to the Salinas-Castroville Highway 
crossing where water wOuld be rediverted and delivered through concrete pipes for 
tie-in to anc service through existing distribution systems in the area of marine 
intrusion. 
The main canal between Johnson Canyon and the South Branch of Alisal 
Creek and the Natividad Extension would be equipped with checks, take-outs, dis-
tribution pipe lines and valves to effect tie-in to and service through existing 
distribution systems below the conduit in the East Side Area. Thirty county and 
farm road bridges and flumes for crossing 10 creeks would be included in the system. 
The foregoing initial development would utilize in average years under 
current demand approximatly 17,000 acre-feet of direct diversion from the Salinas 
River prior to June 15. Average annual draft on underground storage through the 
proposed diversion system under current demand would be about 28,000 acre-feet 
after the river ceased to flow through the Forebay Area. 
(2) Diversion System Offers Solution 
The primary purpose of such a diversion system, as above suggested, 
would be for direct use through existing distribution systems in areas of over-
draft in lieu of draft on local supplies. An initial diversion of 45,000 acre-
feet during the irrigation season would provide about 25,000 acre-feet of substi-
tuted supply for the East Side Area and 20,000 acre-feet in the Pressure Area 
where serious contamination from perched water and marine intrusion has occurred, 
and in the section of free ground water supplied by escape from confined waters. 
Normal annua l consumption of ground water in the East Side Area for acreage 
presently irrigated is about 12,000 acre-feet compared with annual replenishment 
from local tributaries of about 5,000 acre-feet. Unconsumed irrigation water 
largely returns to the pumping zone in the East Side Area. The combined local 
and substituted supplies would provide an estimated annual contribution to cyclic 
underground storage of 16,000 acre-feet. Such cyclic storage would be available 
for emergency use within the area and no physical difficulty would be encountered 
in recapture and transfer for use in the Pressure Area in years of extreme drouth. 
An accumulation of cyclic underground storage in the East Side Area 
would reverse the present direction of ground water movement from the Pressure 
to the East Side Area. The East Side Area may eventually agsume its former caps-
city of serving as a lateral forebay to the Pressure Area thereby c€usinp an in-
crease in present flow of ~~ter through the partially confined a1uifers. This 
would result in escape of some cyclic underground storage but such outflow would 
not be wasted. 
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Draft on unused underground storage from the Forebay Area would estab-
lish more movement of ground vreter therefrom, a highly desirable condition. It 
would tend to improve the quality of water therein by inducing greeter percola-
tion of surface flows of the Salinas River and the Arroyo Seco. About 88 per cent 
of the total surface outflow from the basin would be available for natural re-
charge of the underground reservoir. 
Adequate unused underground storage is immediately available to meet 
all present requirements for additional water in areas of overdraft. Continued 
observations of general effect on ground water as a result of increased draft 
from the Forebay Area would allow 8 more accurate eV81uation of the amount of 
surface storage required under ultimate development in the Salinas Basin. The 
foregoing estimates of necessary salvage are to be taken as approximations sub-
ject to more accurate determination during the course of development of the solu-
tion of the problems. 
(3) Estimated Cost of Diversion System 
Estimated costs were based on unit costs as of the end of the year, 
1945. Unsettled labor conditions and unstable prices of materials may cause sub-
stantial and rapid changes in construction costs during the post-war period. 
The initial construction of the diversion system, on which a cost 
analysis ~~s made, ~Duld have a pumping capacity of 150 cubic feet per second. 
Additional units would be installed as demand for water increased. The lined 
canal would be constructed vnth a capacity of 250 cubic feet per second. The 
cost analysis includes diversion wells, pumping plants, regulating reservoir, 
supplemen~al distribution systems, rediversion dams from natural channels, clear-
ing natural channel, and construction of main canal and crossin~s. The estimated 
cost includes rights of WtiY, 25 per cent for e!1eineering 3nd contin~encies, and 
interest during construction at 3 per cp-nt. The total cost for initial ie'lelop-
ment, based on prices at the end of the year 1945, is estima~ed a' $2,11 ,000. 
Annual carryin[ charge on initial costs w,s C'orn;JUted wi th interpst at 
~ per cent and amortization in 40 years. Power costs for pumping, includinr addi-
tional cost of Pumpinf under existine plants in the Forebay Ares, were co:::ruted 
on the basis of rates effective in 1945 for electric power service in the Salinas 
Valley. Annual charges on clearing natural channel were based on one complete 
clearing per 10-year period. Annual maintenance on pumps, motors and diversion 
wells were calculated on the basis of 3 per cent of initial cost of installation. 
Depreciation on pumps and motors is based on replacement in 25 years. Allowance 
for general maintenance each year was made on the basis of one per cent of the 
balance of construction costs. Demand for water under the initial installation 
was based on substitution of 25,000 acre-feet in the East Side Area and 20,000 
acre-feet in the Pressure Area during each irrigation season, where present aver-
age power costs for water were estimated to be about ~2.90 per acre-foot. 
Based on prices at the end of the year 1945, the total annual costs of 
the substituted supply are estimated at $226,400 for 45,000 acre-feet under the 
proposed initial installation. The cost per acre-foot of substituted supply is 
estimated at ~5.00. No effort is made in this report to apportion among the 
various water users in the basin the difference in cost of water to users, who 
\IDuld receive direct service from substitute water. It is estimated that approxi-
mately 35 per cent of the substitute water would go to cyclic underground storage, 
which would benefit all water users in the East Side and Pressure Areas. 
When and if surface storage under a dual-purpose project becomes avail-
able for release to maintain recharge of ground water in the Forebay Area, the 
item in carrying charges of increased cost of pumping to overlying lands in the 
Forebay Area, estimated at $15,000 per annum, would be eliminated. Such released 
storage would also decrease annual power costs for pumping under the proposed 
diversion system in an amount estimated at ~9,000. 
Legal Considerations 
The foregoing analyses have been based strictly on engineering prin-
ciples. Successful consummation of plans embracing a complete solution of water 
conservation problems involves more than engineering. The existence of numerous 
overlying l a ndowners and appropriators in the basin creates legal obstacles to 
development designed to salvage waste. 
The development of the ground waters in the Salinas Basin has been 
typica l of tha t by individual effort' in many other area s. It has proceeded with-
out superv is ion or adequate informa tion of results on the part of those using the 
wa t er. Such information usually comes aft e r a l a rm is caused by deterioration in 
quality of wa ter a nd r eceding water levels, a nd fre quently after a series of law-
suit s , wh ic h ma y be inconclusive. 
Underground wa t er is presumed to be pe r colating water and the burden 
of proof is upon the party claiming to the contr a r y . Ground water flowing 
through definite underground streams prE' subject to the same laws as streams 
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with surface flow. The English common law rule of absolute ownership of percola-
ting waters on the part of the overlying owner was abrogated in 1903 by the Cal-
ifornia Supreme Court . Katz v . Walkinshaw, 141 Cal. 116 . The principles therein 
declared, ~nd as developed in subsequent decisions, have come to be known as the 
California doctrine of correlative rights . The correlative doctrine of rights of 
landowners overlying percolating \wters is comparable in many respects to the 
doctrine of riparian rights of owners of lands contiguous to water courses . The 
two doctri ne s became more closely analogous after adoption of the Cons~itutional 
amendment in 192B, Calif. Const. Art . XIV , Sec. 3, which imposed reasonable use 
upon riparian as well as ground water uses. Knowledge of the fundamental prin-
ciples of the correlative doctrine is essential to an appreciation of the legal 
obligations imposed by law on users of percolating waters under overdreft con-
ditions. 
(1) Rights of way and Financing 
As previously stated, any complete solution of overdraft problems in 
the basin will necessitate an extensive diversion system from the Salinas River. 
This will involve rights of way through several holdings. It may be anticipated 
that some of the rights of way cannot be obtained without condemnation proceed-
ings. It will also be necessary to raise funds to finance construction , opera-
tion and maintenance of works. 
(2) Comprehensive Adjudication Under Water Code 
Increase in irrigation efficiency by elimination of extractions for 
non-beneficial uses would give direct relief to overdraft on the lBO-foot aqui -
fer and would retard current marine intrusion . This is also a vital step to~~rd 
conservation of quality of ground ~~ter throughout the basin, which is threaten-
ed by excessive leaching of top soil. The expeditious and certain method of in-
creasing irrigat ion efficiency is through a comprehensive determination of rights 
to extract ground wate r under the court reference procedure. (Sections 2000 to 
20,0, inclusive, of the Water Code) . Through this adjudication procedure, which 
is comparatively inexpensive, elimination of extractions of water in excess of 
quantities required for beneficial use can be secured as well as uniform obser-
vance of the rule of reasonable use as enjoined by Section 3, Article XIV of the 
Const itu tion. 
The court reference procedure permits the r eference of any wate r right 
case to the Department of Public Works, acting throu~h the Sta te Engineer, f or 
investigation and r eport to the court upon any or all of the issues. This pro-
cedure has been recommended to the superior courts in many recent water law 
dec isions of the California Supreme Court. The det a ils of the procedure were 
reviewed a nd approved in Fleming v. Bennett, 18 Cal. (2d) 518. 
Several benefits would be derived from a comprehensive determination 
of rights to pump ground water in the basin other than elimination of extractions 
in excess of beneficial requirement. It would afford a basis for a ssessment, pro 
rata in accord with benefits received, of costs of providing a water supply neces-
sary to enable a complete solution of water conservation problems. It would also 
stop the running of the statute of limitations and prevent impairment of legal 
ri ghts of claimants to water whose rights may be in the process of being adversed 
by prescription. A comprehensive adjudication would give stability to water right 
titles and establish a basis for orderly progress of development of a complete 
solution of the water pr oblems. 
(3) Use of Underground Reservoirs 
A complete solution of water conservation problems in the Salina s Basin, 
as previously explained, may include utilization of two natural underground reser-
voirs. One of these situated in the Forebay Area has a large surplus of unused 
underground storage and the other in the East Side Area has empty capacity for 
storage. In regards the right to use underground reservoirs where storage capa-
c ity already exists and can readily be made available, a case in point is 
Los Angeles v. Glendale, 142 Pac. (2d) 289 (1943). It is stated at page 294 in 
that decision as follows: 
"It would be as harsh to compel plaintiff to build reservoirs 
when natural ones were available as to compel the construc-
tion of an artificial ditch beside a streambed." 
The proposed pl an , involving utili zat ion of unused underground storage, 
includes compensation of overlying owners in the Forebay Area for increased costs 
of operation, a lthough estimated ultimate demand would require use only within the 
60-foot zone below ground s urface . It was stated in Peabody v. Vallejo at page 496, 
40 Pac. (2d) as follows: 
" ••• • The correct rule is s t ated with its appropriate limita tions 
in the italicized 'Nords in the following language of the District 
Court of Appeal in Waterford I. Dist. v. Turlock I. Dist., 50 
Cal . App . 213, at page 221, 194 P. 757 J 761: 'The mere inconven-
ience, or even the matter of extra expense , within limits which 
are not unreasonable, to which a prior user may be subjected, 
wlll not avail to prevent a subsequent appropriato r f r om utiliz-
ing his right.'" (Note underlined portion was italicized). 
Prior users are subject to extra expense within re a sonable limits and 
it might be ruled by a court that the item of additional cost of pumpin~ under 
existing plants in the Forebay A:rea should be borne in whole or in part by the 
users in that area rather than by users who would receive direct service from 
substitute water . 
Conclusions 
The conclusions in this report with r efe r ence to the future conditions 
are based on the following general assumptions : 
(a) That all irrigable land in the Salinas Valley will 
ultimately be brought under irrigation, (b) the net change 
in types of irrigated crops and irrigation practices will 
not materially al ter the average annual water consumption 
per acre of irrigated land in the areas of free ground v,-ater, 
(c) the average amount of water pumped per ac re of irrigated 
land in 1944 in the blue clay zone will remain constant and 
that increased pumping for new irriea~ion will not increase 
return to the pumpin g zone , but will be disposed of by evapo-
transpiration and outflow to the bay, (d) water utilization 
on town and farm lots is substantially the same as the aver-
age on irrigated land in the area, and (e) rainfall and water 
supply will have annual and cyclic variations as in the past . 
It has been concluded from analyses of available data as follows: 
1. The average annual total water supply, including rainfall but ex-
clusive of marine intrusion, received by the valley floor in the Salinas Basin 
approximates 940,000 acre-feet . 
2. Normal annual total consumption of vmter on the valley floor under 
present stage of development is about 433,000 acre-feet. Thi s may approach 
509,000 acre-feet under ultimate development . 
3. There are no present or prospective overdrafts on ground water 
supplies in the A:rroyo Seco Cone , Forebay and Upper Valley areas . 
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4. Present and estimated ultimate normal annual drafts on ground ~"8ter , 
safe yield of ground water supplies under existing conditions and annual overdraft 
in the East Si de and Pressure A:reas approximate the following amounts: 
Draft in Acre-feet Safe Yield Overdraft in Acre-feet A:rea Present Ultimate Acre -Feet Present Ultioate 
East Side 12,000 26,000 5,000 7 , 000 21,000 
Pressure 103 ,000 138,000 83,000 20,000 55,000 
Total 115, 000 164,000 88,000 27,000 76 , 000 
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5. Average annual surface outflow from the Salinas Basin of about 
503,000 acre-feet provides a large local water supply to solve the water con-
servation problems. A major portion of the average annual ground water outflow 
of about 30,000 acre-feet occurs during the winter season and is not susceptible 
of salvage. 
6. Surface storage in the Salinas River stream system south of 
Gonzales, or increased percolation in the Arroyo Seco Cone, with no supplemental 
works to recapture respectively released surface storage or the percolate for use 
in areas with deficient supplies, would be ineffective. Such development would 
probably be offset by a comparable increase in surface outflow and natural dis-
posal of other inflow to the Forebay Area with a net result of little or no sal-
vage of wastes for beneficial uses. 
7. Any complete solution of the water conservation problems must 
embody utilization of a portion of the average annual surface outflow from the 
Forebay Area of about 444,000 acre-feet. Any complete solution must also embrace 
a diversion system from the Salinas River to the East Side and Pressure Areas. 
(The layout of a proposed diversion system is indicated on Plate lA.) The outflow 
from the East Side Area is not worthy of consideration in a plan of conservation 
due tu infrequency of occurrence and inadequacy in total amount. 
8. Cyclic storage is necessary to provide additional water for use in 
the Salinas Basin in critical dry years. Empty underground reservoir capacity in 
thd order of 400,000 acre-feet, which is usable for cyclic storage, exists in the 
East Side Area. Any ground water outflow during the irrigation season from under-
ground storage in the East Side Area would be available for use in the Pressure 
Area where a current deficiency prevails. This would result in comparatively high 
efficiency in recapture of cyclic underground storage for use. 
9. Undergrouhd storage within the 60-foot zone below ground surface in 
the order of 100,000 acre-feet, on which draft has not been made, exists in the 
Forebay Area and the lower portion of the Arroyo Seco Cone. 
10. A proposed diversion system designed to annually divert and convey 
under initial installations 45,000 acre-feet of unused underground storage from 
the Forebay Area for direct use in areas of overdraft in lieu of draft on local 
supplies in the East Side and Pressure Areas offers a solution of present water 
conservation problems. Total cost per acre-foot, including operation, mainten-
ance, interest and amortization based on prices at the end of year 1945, of such 
sUbstitute water is estimated at ~5.00. Estimated average cost of pow~r alone for 
water from exist ing supplies in areas of overdraft is $2. 90 per acre-foot . 
Approximately 16,000 acre - feet of such substitut e water would , after direct use , 
annually go tc cyclic underground stor age . 
11. After completion of the current flood control s urvey by the Corps 
of Engineers, U. S. Army, a feas i ble pla n of dual-purpos e s urface storage may be 
developed, which would permit divers i on of released surface storage for di rect 
use and provide a greater amount of cyclic underground storage for emergency use 
in critical dry periods. The above proposed diversion system, which would be 
necessary in any event to prov ide a complete solution of water conservatiorl 
problems, would fit in with and be an integral part of such dual-purpose surface 
storage. 
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12. Excessive leaching of top soil in the valley south of Gonzales 
because of low irrigation efficiency is resulting in an accumulation of salinity 
in the ground water in the Forebay Area. A large part of the replenishment in 
the Forebay Area is made up of ground water inflow from the Upper Valley Area and 
Arroyo Seco Cone which contains leachings from irrigation waters unconsumed in 
those areas. Increase in irrigation efficiency is a vital step toward conserva-
tion of quality of water throughout the basin. The above proposed diversion sys-
tem would also tend to improve quality of water in the Forebay Area. 
13. Conservation measures for protection of quality of ground ~~ters 
should be preventive rather than corrective because of semi-permanent nature of 
damage after contamination has occurred. Protective provisions may be establish-
ed by law and enforced through legal measures prescribing uniform standards for 
logging of wells, recordation of well logs, repair of operating defective wells 
and plugging of abandoned defective wells under competent supervision. 
14. Salvage of wastes resulting from extractions in excess of bene-
ficial requirement, general conservation of quality of ground water through 
elimination of excessive leaching of top soil, stabilizati on of water ri ght titles, 
and orderly pro gress in deve lopment of a comple t e soluti on of wa ter conservation 
?roblems vrould r equi r e a comprehensive adjudication of r ights to pump i n the bas i n . 
15. Problems of over draft are not necessarily the sole conce r n of thos e 
being damaged by deterioration in quality of ground water , rec~ssion in wate r levels , 
and operat i on of prescription . The California doctrine of correlative r ights appli -
cable to percolat i ng waters imposes obligations on users of percolating waters to 
share the burdens when ther e is not enough water for all. 
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16. Plans to meet present and ultimate requirements for water in the 
Salinas Basin can and should be accomplished by an orderly pro gression of phases 
of development. Successive steps in a comprehensive plan call first for salvage 
of available wastes with lowest unit cost, and thence in order of expense for re-
course to methods of greater unit cost. The more expensive wa ter may in this 
manner be held to a minimum in the final phase of development. 
17. In order to supply the mechanic~ for so~ution of the problems 
involved, it would be necessary to create a local water authority or public 
district endowed with appropriate powers. 
PUBLICATIONS 
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Precipitation Records for the Sea!'on 1937-30::. ()[)mengraplwd.) 
3:l-H-Records of Ground ,,'ater Levels at 'Yells for the Year 1939, 
Precipitation Records for the Season 1935-39. ()Jimeographed.) 
3!J-I-Records of Ground 'Yater Lcvds at 'Yells for t~e Year 1940, 
Precipitation Records for the ~t'ason 1939-~0. (~Itmeographed.) 
::::l-J-Records of Ground ,,'ater Level,. at 'Veils for the year 1941; 
incluoing San Jacinto and Antelope YalIt'Ys f!'Om be~lnnlng of 
record. Precipitation recon],.; for the Season 1940-41. 
:J9-K-Records of Ground "'ater Leveis at 'Yells for the Y('ar I ~4:!. 
Precipitation TIeconls for the Seasun 1:l41-42. 
39-L-Records of Ground 'Yater L('vels at "'elll' for the Year 19~3. 
Precipitation Records for the Season 19~2-43. 
- Repurt- ~J:t1 Bulletins oul or "rint. The e may he hllrJOI.etl loy l'our local Iillrary from the Cullfornl:l 
State Lihrary at Sarramento. C:lllfornia. 
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PUBLICA'l'IONS-DI\'lSION OF WATER RESOURCES 
Bulletin No. 40-South Coastal Basin Investigation, Quality of Irrigati(,n " -aters, 
1933. 
*Bulletin No. 40-A-South Coastal Basin Investigation, Detail&<] Analy!'e>' ~howing 
Quality of Irrigation Waters, 1933. 
Bulletin No. 41-Pit River Investigation, 1933. 
Bulletin No. 42-Santa Clara Investigation, 1933. 
Bulletin No. 43-Value and Cost of ,Yater for Irrigation in Coastal Plain of Suuthern 
California, 1933. 
Bulletin No. 44-Water Losses Under Natural Conditions from Wet Area>' in Sfluthel'n 
California, 193~. 
Bulletin No. 4G-South Coastal Basin Investigation, Geology and Ground \Vater 
Storage Capacity of Valley Fill, 1934. 
Bulletin No. 4G-Ventura County Investigation, 1933. 
Bulletin No. 46-A-Ventura County Investigation, Basic Data for the P,'!'iod 19=!7 
to 1932, inclusive. (Mimeographed.) 
Bulletin No. 47-Mojave River Investigation, 1934. (Mimeographed.) 
*Bulletin No. 48-San Diego County Investigation, 1935. (Mimeographed.) 
Bulletin No. 48-A-San Luis Rey River Investigation, 1936. (Mimeographell.) 
Bulletin No. 49-Kaweah River-Flows, Diversions and Service Area>', 1 ~qll. 
Bulletin No. 50-Use of Water by Native Vegetation. 1942. 
Bulletin No. 52-Heport 011 Salinas Basin Investigation. 
Bulletin No. 52-A-::,lalinas Basin Investigation-Basic Data. 
Bulletin Xo. r.2-H-Salinas Basin Investigatioll-Sunnnary Report. 
Bulletin No. 51-Irrigation Requirements of California Crops, 1~45. 
Biennial Report, Division of Engineering and Irrigation, 1920-1922. 
Biennial Report, Division of Engineering and Irrigation, 1922-1924. 
Biennial Report, Division of Engineering and Irrigation, 1924-1926. 
Biennial Report, Division of Engineering and Irrigation, 1926-192S. 
PAMPHLETS 
Dams Under Jurisdiction of the State'of California, 1941. 
'Water Code, 1943. 
Water Rights, Divisions 1,2 and 4 of 'Vatt'lr Code, 1913. 
Supervision of Dams, Division 3 of Water Code, D43. 
State 'Yater Plan, Authorities and Boards, Division 6 of 'Yater Code, 194:::. 
California Administrative Code, Title 23, \Vaters. 
Rules and Regulations Pertaining to Supervision of Dams in California, 1946. 
Rules, Regulations and Information Pertaining to Appropriation of \\-ater in 
California, 1946. 
Rules, Regulations and Information Pertaining to Determination Right:- to the 
Use of "'ater in California, 194(;. 
Rules and Regulations Pertaining to Protests and Hearings, 194G. 
COOPERATIVE AND MISCELLANEOUS REPORTS 
"' Report of the Conservation Commission of California, 1912. 
*lrrigation Resources of California and Their Utilization (Bull. 254, Office ')1' Exp. 
U. S. D. A.), 1913. 
*Report, State 'Yater Problems Cunference, November 2:;, 1916. 
*Report on Pit Rivel' Ba ... in, ... \pril, 1915. 
*Report on Lower Pit River Proj~ct, July, 1915. 
*Report on Iron Canyon Project, California, 1914. 
*Report on Iron Canyon Project, California, May, 1920. 
*Sacramento Flood Control Project (Revised Plans), 1925. 
Report of Commission Appointed to Investigate Causes Leading to the Failure of 
St. Francis Dam, 1928. 
Report of the California Joint Federal-State 'Yater Resources Commission, 1 :1:)0. 
Conclusions and Recommendations of the Report of the California In-igation and 
Reclamation Financing and Refinancing Commission, 19;)0. 
*Report of California \Vater Resources Commission to the Governor of California on 
State Water Plan, 1932. 
*Booklet of Information on California and thc State 'Yater Plan Prepared fC)l' United 
States House of Representatives' Subcommittee 011 AI'I)l'opria-
tions, 1931. 
*Bulletin on Great Central Valley Project of State 'Vater Plan of Califurnia Frep:wed 
for United States Senate COlllmittee on Irrigation ::tn,l TIeclama-
tion, 1932. 
WATER PROJECT AUTHORITY 
Bulletin No. I-Publicly Operated Electric Utilities in :\'orthern California. Ul41. 
*Report on Kennett Puwer Sy::;tem of Central Valley Project, 1935. 
*Report on the Programming of Additional Electric Puwer Facilities tc, I'ro\'itle for 
Absorption of Output of Shasta Power Plant in Northern California Jlar],et, 
1938. 
The Story of the Central Valley Project of California, 1940. 
*Electric Power Features of the State 'Vater Plan in the Great Central '-aile" Dasin 
of California, 1941. . 
Auxiliary Electric Power Facilities Required fur Central Valley Project. I:';:? 
* Hcports and Bulletins Ollt or print. These may he horrowed by yuur local Iihllny rlOIll th~ California 
State Library at Sacrllmento, Caliromia. 
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